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ABSTRACT

Objectives To describe and reflect on the process of designing and delivering a training programme supporting the use of theory, in this case Normalisation Process Theory (NPT), in a multisite cross-country health services research study.

Design Participatory research approach using qualitative methods.

Setting Six European primary care settings involving research teams from Austria, England, Greece, Ireland, The Netherlands and Scotland.

Participants RESTORE research team consisting of 8 project applicants, all senior primary care academics, and 10 researchers. Professional backgrounds included general practitioners/family doctors, social/cultural anthropologists, sociologists and health services/primary care researchers.

Primary outcome measures Views of all research team members (n=18) were assessed using qualitative evaluation methods, analysed qualitatively by the trainers after each session.

Results Most of the team had no experience of using NPT and many had not applied theory to prospective, qualitative research projects. Early training proved didactic and overloaded participants with information. Drawing on RESTORE’s methodological approach of Participatory Learning and Action, workshops using role play, experiential interactive exercises and light-hearted examples not directly related to the study subject matter were developed. Evaluation showed the study team quickly grew in knowledge and confidence in applying theory to fieldwork. Recommendations applicable to other studies include: accepting that theory application is not a linear process, that time is needed to address researcher concerns with the process, and that experiential, interactive learning is a key device in building conceptual and practical knowledge. An unanticipated benefit was the smooth transition to cross-country qualitative coding of study data.

Conclusion A structured programme of training enhanced and supported the prospective application of a theory, NPT, to our work but raised challenges. These were not unique to NPT but could arise with the application of any theory, especially in large multisite, international projects. The lessons learnt are applicable to other theoretically informed studies.

INTRODUCTION

Bridging the research to practice gap is a recognised problem in health services research.1 2 One important solution is to underpin such research with strong theoretical approaches.1 3 4 Advantages include providing a framework that is generalisable across settings and individuals, incremental generation of knowledge and a guide for analysis.3 5 6 Theory can also enhance our
understanding of the barriers to research translation and implementation and alert us to the context into which new interventions and services are placed. However, many interventions and services are implemented with little or no attention to theory. When theories are used, they often guide analysis rather than inform the design and conduct of the overall study. This may be due, in part, to recognised challenges in applying theory to health services research.

Challenges in using theory in health services research
The first challenge is a lack of conceptual clarity as to what a ‘theory’ is. McDonald describes theory as ‘an organized, heuristic, coherent, and systematic articulation of a set of statements related to significant questions, providing a generalizable form of understanding’. There are three recognised levels of ‘theory’. Grand theory is abstract and broadly applicable across different areas and subjects. The next level, mid-range or ‘big theory’, is less abstract, addressing specific phenomena and concepts that can be incorporated into testable propositions or questions and inform intervention development. The third level, programme theory, is often considered as ‘small’ theory, specifying particular components of an intervention in logic models and explicitly linking a programme’s processes and inputs to its intended outcomes.

The second challenge is to decide which theory best informs the work being conducted. For example, theory can focus on: explaining individual behaviours and responses (eg, theory of planned behaviour); understanding organisational responses (eg, diffusion of innovation); dissemination (eg, streams of policy process); or implementation (eg, Promoting Action on Research Implementation in Health Services or PARIHS). While theoretical choice is informed by the research, the disciplinary composition and background of the research team is also influential. Health services research is often multidisciplinary and draws on many fields including sociology, psychology, biostatistics, health economics and clinical disciplines. This requires teams to understand and respect each other’s theoretical and paradigmatic positions. The final challenge is a lack of guidance in applying theory to studies.

The application of theory in practice
Consideration has been given to how research teams could apply theory in practice. For example, the Reach, Effectiveness, Adoption, Implementation and Maintenance (RE-AIM) framework was developed for use in the evaluation of public health programmes and interventions but is now widely applied. RE-AIM focuses researchers’ attention on: population reach; the intervention’s adoption, implementation and effectiveness; and, finally, on its maintenance in practice. The developers of RE-AIM have released training and support for other researchers (http://www.re-aim.hnfe.vt.edu/). However, even with such training available, it is not always applied consistently. Gaglio identified 71 papers published between 1999 and 2010 that used RE-AIM; of these, ‘reach’ was the most frequently reported dimension, with ‘maintenance’ reported least often. There was also variation in the reporting of the individual components of each construct. Most reporting was quantitative, with little qualitative research to explore how components were used or understood.

Similar results were reported for the PARIHS framework, which describes several interacting components including clinical and patient experience, local context, culture and leadership, and facilitation. Again, there was variation in its use across studies, with a lack of detail on the application of different subcomponents to fieldwork. Two other reviews examined the application of the Knowledge to Action (KTA) Framework and Normalisation Process Theory to implementation studies. In both, the authors found stability in the application of the high level constructs across studies but, again, variation in researchers’ attention to the subconstructs of each. This lack of ‘theory fidelity’ has been raised in other fields, notably health promotion.

Translating the constructs of a chosen theory into interventions can be challenging, especially when applied across multiple research sites. Research teams must be comfortable and aligned with the use of the selected theory and in agreement about the meaning and application of its individual components or constructs. Such challenges are enhanced when teams are working in different settings, countries and across cultural and language boundaries as construct understanding and implementation are likely to be both culturally and context dependent. This mirrors challenges identified in conducting qualitative research across different settings. These challenges faced the EU-funded RESTORE (REsearch into implementation STrategies to support patients of different ORigins and language background) project, a multisite implementation study across six European countries (box 1). Focused on cross-cultural communication in primary care, the design and analysis of RESTORE was underpinned throughout by a recognised midlevel, sociological theory—Normalisation Process Theory. However, the application of theory to a research study was a new concept for many members of the team. As a result, we had to develop a training programme to familiarise and support the team in this process.

The aim of this paper is to describe and reflect on the process of designing training in the use of theory in a multisite cross-country research project. We discuss the challenges this brought as well as the benefits. Finally, we make recommendations that could be applied to other theoretically driven health services research located in multiple settings, regardless of the theory selected.

METHODS

RESTORE study design
RESTORE was designed and implemented in three stages over 48 months (figure 1). Stage 1 identified and
recruited key stakeholders in each country, including migrants, community interpreters, primary care practitioners and local policy-makers. An extensive mapping exercise was conducted by each in-country RESTORE team to identify guidance and training initiatives (G/TIs) supporting intercultural communication in primary care and to assess their initial suitability for implementation.  

Stage 2 focused on engaging with local stakeholders to review the identified G/TIs and democratically select one for implementation by considering the implementation potential of each G/TI. In Stage 3, the selected G/TI was refined by local stakeholders supported by the in-country RESTORE team, implemented by the stakeholders and RESTORE team, monitored and, where necessary, further refined to improve the chances of sustaining it in routine practice.

Although not entirely linear, the study was designed to broadly align to the four constructs of NPT (figure 2). Stage 1 focused on familiarisation, first on the broad need to apply theory to RESTORE and then with NPT itself. Stage 2 mapped to coherence and cognitive participation; stage 3 mapped to collective action and reflexive monitoring. This structure then influenced the design of the training for the team, which is described below.

The RESTORE team

The research team of 18 included research and clinical disciplines, with a wide range of expertise and knowledge of the chosen theoretical approach (online supplementary file 1). Three country teams (Austria, Greece and the Netherlands) had no experience of using NPT. Four team members (MacFarlane, Mair, Dowrick and O’Donnell) had extensive experience of using NPT including applying NPT prospectively to complex interventions. These four team members thus formed the NPT trainers group, leading the development and delivery of the training reported here.

Box 1 Description of the RESTORE project and its underpinning theory, Normalisation Process Theory

RESTORE (REsearch into implementation STrategies to support patients of different ORigins and language background) was focused on the implementation of guidance and training initiatives to support cross-cultural consultations in primary care for vulnerable migrant populations: asylum seekers and refugees, migrants in low paid employment and undocumented migrants. Funded by the EU FP7 Programme, RESTORE aimed to bridge the research–practice gap by collecting empirical data on the selection, codesign and implementation of such interventions in five European primary care settings: Austria, England, Greece, Ireland and the Netherlands. A sixth partner, Scotland, focused on the role of the policy environment and health systems of participating countries.

RESTORE used a participatory research approach—Participatory Learning and Action—as its overarching methodological approach, generating rich, in-depth qualitative data. This involved a range of stakeholders including primary care practitioners, migrant service users, community interpreters and policy makers. To shape the study approach, facilitate data collection and guide the analysis, a robust theoretical approach was essential. For this, we selected Normalisation Process Theory (NPT), a midrange sociological theory concerned with the work that individuals and organisations have to carry out in order to embed and normalise new, complex ways of working into routine practice. NPT operates through four principal constructs or areas of work: coherence (sense-making work); cognitive participation (engagement work); collective action (enacting work); and reflexive monitoring (appraisal work), each with its own set of subconstructs. NPT has been applied to a range of studies including guideline implementation, treatment burden in chronic disease and evaluating models of care.

The three stages of RESTORE. RESTORE, REsearch into implementation STrategies to support patients of different ORigins and language background.
DESCRIPTION OF THE TRAINING PROGRAMME

Face-to-face training sessions each lasted 1 day. Training content was initially developed by the NPT trainers based on our knowledge of the content that needed to be covered. As time progressed, however, the content was developed based on feedback and evaluation from the RESTORE team members. Here we briefly describe the content of the training sessions. More detailed description of the training sessions and the participatory exercises are contained in online supplementary files 2 and 3; the short presentations can be accessed on Slide-share (see online supplementary file 4 for links).

Early project training (months 1–12)
Training began at month 8, after the RESTORE researchers had been appointed in each country. In the first session, the rationale for using theory to shape and inform research study design, data collection and analysis was presented. NPT, the theory chosen to underpin RESTORE, was then introduced using previous studies as examples as well as the online NPT toolkit (http://www.normalizationprocess.org/). Following this, an interactive group exercise helped the research team to consider what issues might arise during the implementation of professional interpreters in primary care. To prompt discussion and improve understanding, the team used a set of 16 NPT-informed questions developed by the NPT trainers along with TdeB. These questions were also being used to guide the early stages of data analysis in the project (table 1). 31 41

Midproject training (months 13–24)
At month 13, we focused on the NPT constructs of coherence (sense-making) and cognitive participation (engagement). Learning from early training, we first used a non-RESTORE ‘light’ example with a humorous exercise that all the team could relate to—namely, could you contemplate staying in a circus tent at a future RESTORE team meeting? (figure 3)

Following this, a RESTORE specific role play was employed to think through the issues of using professional interpreters in a primary care setting; this example drew on team members’ own experiences of working with interpreters. Although this was designed to focus the discussion on issues relating to coherence and cognitive participation, issues relating to collective action and reflexive monitoring also arose (see Results).

By month 20, when the next face-to-face training took place, the in-country teams were preparing to commence fieldwork with their stakeholders (stage 2 of RESTORE). Teams were given another opportunity to participate in an interactive role play. For this, a G/TI selected by one of the in-country RESTORE teams in collaboration with their stakeholders was used; some members of the RESTORE team were asked to role play the kind of discussions they might encounter in their fieldwork. The issues and questions that arose during this were recorded and mapped to the four NPT constructs by the other team members, using large wall charts and sticky notelets. The resultant mapping was then reviewed by the NPT trainers and discussed by the group.

Later training sessions (months 25–40)
By month 25, teams were conducting fieldwork and moving into stage 3, where the chosen G/TI would be fully adapted, implemented and the result of that implementation monitored. This process and the results are reported in two recent RESTORE project papers. 41 48 Teams were now generating qualitative data about that process, which required the development of a coding framework broadly applicable across all the participating sites. Thus, training focused both on the constructs of collective action and reflexive monitoring and on the process of analysis.

Figure 2  Stages of NPT training and alignment with RESTORE fieldwork. NPT, Normalisation Process Theory; RESTORE, REsearch into implementation STrategies to support patients of different ORigins and language background.

- Aligned with Stage 1 of RESTORE project
- F2F training at Month 8.
- Focussed on use of theory in health services research; familiarisation with NPT

- Aligned with Stage 2 of RESTORE project
- F2F training at Months 13 & 19.
- Focus on NPT coherence and cognitive participation

- Aligned with Stage 3 of RESTORE project and development of coding framework
- F2F training at Months 25, 31, 38 & 43.
- Focus on NPT collective action and reflexive monitoring

Figure 3  Example role play on the issue of using professional interpreters.
Table 1  NPT constructs and subconstructs as applied to RESTORE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Constructs</th>
<th>Coherence</th>
<th>Differentiation</th>
<th>Individual specification</th>
<th>Communal specification</th>
<th>Internalisation</th>
<th>Legitimation</th>
<th>Contextual integration</th>
<th>Reflexive monitoring</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Can stakeholders make sense of the intervention?</td>
<td>Cognitive participation</td>
<td>Enrolment</td>
<td>Initiation</td>
<td>Activation</td>
<td>Legitimation</td>
<td>Contextual integration</td>
<td>Reflexive monitoring</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Can stakeholders get others involved in implementing the intervention?</td>
<td>Can stakeholders make sense of the intervention?</td>
<td>Do the stakeholders believe they are the correct people to drive forward the implementation?</td>
<td>Are they willing and able to engage others in the implementation?</td>
<td>Can stakeholders identify what tasks and activities are required to sustain the intervention?</td>
<td>Do they believe it is appropriate for them to be involved in the intervention?</td>
<td>Do local and national resources and policies support the implementation?</td>
<td>Can the intervention be monitored and evaluated?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What needs to be done to make the intervention work in practice?</td>
<td>Interactional workability:</td>
<td>Does the intervention make it easier or harder to complete tasks?</td>
<td>Does those implementing the intervention have the correct skills and training for the job?</td>
<td>Do those in the implementation have confidence in the new way of working?</td>
<td>How will stakeholders collectively judge the effectiveness of the intervention?</td>
<td>Will stakeholders be able to modify the intervention based on evaluation and experience?</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

NPT, Normalisation Process Theory; RESTORE, REsearch into implementation STrategies to support patients of different ORigins and language background.

Figure 3  NPT ‘light’ training material. NPT, Normalisation Process Theory; RESTORE, REsearch into implementation STrategies to support patients of different ORigins and language background.

**Question:** Do we think a circus tent can become a normalised venue for accommodation for our next RESTORE team meeting?

In addressing this question, consider the following NPT sensitising questions:

- Does this make sense to the team as a whole and to individuals within the team? (Coherence)
- What work needs to be done to get everyone in the team to engage with the idea? (Cognitive participation)
- Who needs to do what to put this into action? What resources do we need? (Collective action)
- How will we know if it worked in practice? (Reflexive monitoring)
To begin training in analysis, an anonymised extract of data generated from RESTORE fieldwork in Ireland was selected. This was precirculated to the teams for coding to the four constructs and, if possible, to the subconstructs. In addition to team coding, the extract was sent to the trainers and to three recognised external experts in NPT. Coded data were collated and presented at the consortium meeting, providing the team with a further opportunity to comment on whether they believed all the key issues or suggestions regarding training had been captured and addressed.

**RESULTS**

**Early project training (months 1–12)**

Team evaluation indicated that the content of the first training sessions (sessions 1 and 2, online supplementary file 2) was too didactic and prescriptive. The team felt overwhelmed trying to assimilate general knowledge about the application of theory to research along with NPT-specific information. The early use of the 16 NPT sensitising questions (table 1) was not well liked by some researchers used to more inductive methods of working in qualitative projects. Others, particularly the clinicians, found this approach helpful as they tried to develop their understanding of the theory’s different constructs.

The 16 questions of the (NPT) toolkit gave us a better insight into what was meant by terms like ‘sense-making’, ‘participation’, ‘action’ and ‘monitoring’ (buddy report from Dutch and English teams)

**Midproject training (months 13–24)**

As a result of team feedback on the didactic nature of the first sessions, the NPT trainers adopted a more Participatory Learning and Action (PLA)-focused style for the midproject training sessions. This also reflected the methodological approach of the RESTORE project in the field, as described elsewhere. Consequently, later sessions had one or at most two short didactic presentations, with the remaining time spent on participatory exercises. The midproject training content was aligned more closely to the temporal arrangement of the project itself and linked to the overarching constructs of NPT. Thus, we focused principally on sense-making (coherence) and engagement work (cognitive participation) first, before turning to the actual work undertaken (collective action) and, finally, monitoring and appraisal work (reflexive monitoring) (figure 2). The use of a ‘light’ humorous exercise, the circus tent (figure 3), where the team could concentrate on the content of the theory without worrying about how it applied to future fieldwork evaluated well. Exercises using practical examples grounded in the fieldwork they would have to conduct during the course of the project were also helpful.

Exercises helped a lot! Very comfortable now! (Anonymous response in written evaluation feedback)

Worked well. I’m beginning to see sense. The use of PLA methods/techniques really helps grasping NPT and made it digestible! (Anonymous response in written evaluation feedback)
Interactive exercises and role play designed to focus on coherence and cognitive participation also spontaneously picked up issues relating to collective action (who would actually do the work; how would it be funded) and reflexive monitoring (how would teams know if professional interpreters had an impact). This served as an important reminder that, even when NPT sensitising questions from researchers were designed to focus on sense-making and engagement, other issues would naturally emerge in the discussion, emphasising the lack of linearity in the application of theory to data generation. This was reflected in feedback obtained from two of the in-country teams.

Coherence and cognitive participation refer, in the main, to processes before any implementation work has occurred. However, we did note that the theory is fluid and not fixed or linear, so this means that the experience of doing the implementation work (collective action) and reflecting on that work (reflexive monitoring) could influence coherence and cognitive participation over time. An ‘aha!’ moment occurred when we distilled the thinking in the group around the difference between cognitive participation and collective action as ‘thinking about the doing’ and ‘doing the doing’ (buddy report from Greek and Irish teams).

Later training sessions (months 25–40)

Training conducted later in the project steadily moved from using theory to inform the collection of data in the field to using theory to underpin analysis of data. Face-to-face training session at months 25 and 31 focused mainly on coding data extracts and on round-table discussion of the approach being taken. Prior to meeting at month 25, teams received an extract of data generated by the Irish team (box 2); teams were asked to code this to the main constructs and, if possible, subconstructs of NPT. Coding was then compared at the training session in month 25.

Table 2 shows examples of coding from two of the in-country teams, along with the final coding agreed by the whole RESTORE team. The first coding extract was selected because the data focused mainly on the construct of coherence, that is, developing an understanding of the rationale for using interpreters in practice and the benefits of that. Overall, there was a high level of agreement between the team in their data coding, particularly when coding to the high-level constructs of NPT. Each in-country team showed a good degree of consistency in coding to the construct of coherence, with some coding in particular to the subconstructs of differentiation (‘seeing interpreters as a new way of working’) and internalisation (‘articulating the benefits of working with interpreters’). The Dutch team also coded this portion of transcript to the construct cognitive participation, suggesting that the conversation was also discussing the need to enrol others into working with interpreters (table 2). Face-to-face discussion at month 25 led to a shared understanding and agreement that—where data were referring to both understanding the use of interpreters and considering who should be involved—then it was appropriate to double code data to both coherence and cognitive participation. Likewise, where resources were referred to, for example the provision of training and DVD materials, text could be coded to collective action (contextual integration). Such discussions both helped the team refine their understanding of NPT, but also resulted in a robust coding framework which could be used across all country teams.

This process continued at later training meetings, at months 31 and 38 supplemented by telephone and video conferences, where coding of data was compared and differences in interpretation were discussed. To facilitate this process, each country team nominated one person to lead on coding qualitative data generated in that country, who then worked with the leads in the other countries to review and discuss coding. Examples of coding were discussed and memos relating to data coding circulated across the team, ensuring consistency of meaning and interpretation in relation to coding data. The final coding frame was then reviewed and discussed at a final training meeting involving all members of the RESTORE team that took place at month 43.

CHALLENGES

Ongoing telephone and email contact ensured that difficulties and tensions were quickly surfaced, particularly when theory was being applied to fieldwork. Training at month 20 began with an intensive debriefing, where in-country teams were encouraged to freely discuss their concerns and challenges arising from using NPT. These focused on two related concerns. There was a continued lack of confidence in their knowledge of NPT itself and of being able to correctly map issues and data generated in the field to the NPT constructs. However, the use of visual methods of collecting and displaying data generated during the interactive group exercises, as exemplified in PLA approaches,31 meant that the trainers could quickly identify a high degree of fidelity in the assignment of data to NPT constructs, thus reassuring the team of their knowledge development (figure 4).

Box 2 Background to data generation by Irish team

- MORdeB abd TdeB developed training materials to support the RESTORE researchers use the methods of PLA in their fieldwork. One of these was a DVD in which researchers in Ireland roleplayed a discussion among healthcare professionals, policy-makers, migrants’ representatives and interpreters about the implementation of a training initiative to support the use of trained interpreters in primary care consultations in Ireland. Researchers were assigned these roles; the facilitator was one of RESTORE’s PLA experts. The role play was filmed and the dialogue transcribed to allow teams to review and develop experience in applying NPT to coding data. This PLA training will be described more fully in future publications.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Speaker</th>
<th>Text</th>
<th>NPT coding</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Coding from Irish team</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Facilitator</td>
<td>So when we began this, this morning [name] as the policy person you made a very interesting comment and you started the whole ball rolling with this didn’t you?</td>
<td>Coded this text to <strong>coherence (internalisation)</strong>—understands the initiative; sees benefit in it. Underlined text double coded to <strong>collective action (contextual integration)</strong> due to mention of training.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Policy maker*</td>
<td>Yeah, I suppose just reflecting on where we are at, at the moment within the health organisation is that we have a ban on travel and there’s an embargo on education and training initiatives. So something like this that provides a DVD, training and guidance is a major plus. It’s something that’s really going to tick the boxes for us while be very meaningful for front line staff as well</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Facilitator</td>
<td>Okay so it’s got two real advantages there, it’s going to get over the problem you have about not being able to travel, not being able to go out and do the capacity building and training because it hands it to you right on the plate, as you see it. And also it’s going to be very meaningful for front line staff, and if I remember (name) you found that interesting. You had a comment about that...</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General Practitioner*</td>
<td>Yeah I think this was mine here, so as a GP I really liked the fact that there was a resource available to me as a front line member of staff, a resource available to me which answers a lot of the questions that I have about using interpreters in my practice and how that might work. So I found that very helpful.</td>
<td>Text coded to <strong>coherence</strong>—understands initiative and sees benefit of it. Underlined text double coded to <strong>coherence (differentiation)</strong> as this seems to be a new way of working.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Facilitator</td>
<td>So that’s a real positive for you about this particular training initiative. Okay and who else has comments here that they’d like to read out to us and remind us about? There’s quite a few here.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interpreter*</td>
<td>Yeah I think that one there [name] that you pointed to is my one and as an interpreter I felt that this package was particularly relevant because it gives special attention to the Irish context and I feel that that’s very important for me in my role as an interpreter. And that you know for interpreters working in Ireland that it’s just very useful, I don’t think this has been done before.</td>
<td>Text coded to <strong>coherence</strong>—understands initiative and sees benefit of it. Underlined text double coded to <strong>coherence (differentiation)</strong> as this seems to be a new way of working.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Coding from Dutch team</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Facilitator</td>
<td>So when we began this, this morning (name) as the policy person you made a very interesting comment and you started the whole ball rolling with this didn’t you?</td>
<td>Text coded to <strong>coherence</strong>, Underlined text double coded to <strong>cognitive participation</strong>, as need to engage frontline staff.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Policy maker*</td>
<td>Yeah, I suppose just reflecting on where we are at, at the moment within the health organisation is that we have a ban on travel and there’s an embargo on education and training initiatives. So something like this that provides a DVD, training and guidance is a major plus. It’s something that’s really going to tick the boxes for us whilst be very meaningful for front line staff as well</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Facilitator</td>
<td>Okay so it’s got two real advantages there, it’s going to get over the problem you have about not being able to travel, not being able to go out and do the capacity building and training because it hands it to you right on the plate, as you see it. And also it’s going to be very meaningful for front line staff, and if I remember (name) you found that interesting. You had a comment about that...</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General Practitioner*</td>
<td>Yeah I think this was mine here, so as a GP I really liked the fact that there was a resource available to me as a front line member of staff, a resource available to me which answers a lot of the questions that I have about using interpreters in my practice and how that might work. So I found that very helpful.</td>
<td>Text coded to <strong>cognitive participation</strong> as this was interpreted by Dutch team as focusing on the individual’s willingness to engage with interpreters.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Facilitator</td>
<td>So that’s a real positive for you about this particular training initiative. Okay and who else has comments here that they’d like to read out to us and remind us about? There’s quite a few here.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

*References:**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Speaker</th>
<th>Text</th>
<th>NPT coding</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Interpreter*</td>
<td>Yeah I think that one there [name] that you pointed to is my one and as an interpreter I felt that this package was particularly relevant because it gives special attention to the Irish context and I feel that that's very important for me in my role as an interpreter. And that you know for interpreters working in Ireland that it's just very useful, I don't think this has been done before.</td>
<td>First part coded to <strong>coherence</strong>—focused on understanding and a new way of working. Underlined text double coded to <strong>cognitive participation</strong>—focused on buy-in and engagement with interpreters.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Final coding after face-to-face discussion</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Facilitator</td>
<td>So when we began this, this morning [name] as the policy person you made a very interesting comment and you started the whole ball rolling with this didn’t you?</td>
<td>Text coded to <strong>coherence</strong>—trying to make sense of the training initiative; what makes it a new way or working.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Policy maker*</td>
<td>Yeah, I suppose just reflecting on where we are at, at the moment within the health organisation is that we have a ban on travel and there's an embargo on education and training initiatives. So something like this that provides a DVD, training and guidance is a major plus. It's something that's really going to tick the boxes for us <strong>whilst be very meaningful for front line staff as well</strong></td>
<td>Text coded to <strong>collective action (contextual integration)</strong>—refers to what is involved and the resources provided (DVD, training and guidance). Underlined text double coded to <strong>cognitive participation</strong>—consideration of other groups that need to be engaged with</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Facilitator</td>
<td>Okay so it's got two real advantages there, it's going to get over the problem you have about not being able to travel, not being able to go out and do the capacity building and training because it hands it to you right on the plate, as you see it. And also it's going to be very meaningful for front line staff, and if I remember [name] you found that interesting. You had a comment about that...</td>
<td>Text coded to <strong>coherence</strong>—reflects that this is a new way of working (<strong>differentiation</strong>); recognises the benefits (<strong>internalisation</strong>).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General Practitioner*</td>
<td>Yeah I think this was mine here, so as a GP I really liked the fact that there was a resource available to me as a front line member of staff, a resource available to me which answers a lot of the questions that I have about using interpreters in my practice and how that might work. So I found that very helpful.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Facilitator</td>
<td>So that's a real positive for you about this particular training initiative. Okay and who else has comments here that they'd like to read out to us and remind us about? There's quite a few here.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interpreter*</td>
<td>Yeah I think that one there [name] that you pointed to is my one and as an interpreter I felt that this package was particularly relevant because it gives special attention to the Irish context and I feel that that's very important for me in my role as an interpreter. And that you know for interpreters working in Ireland that it's just very useful, I don't think this has been done before.</td>
<td>Text coded to <strong>coherence (differentiation)</strong>—seen as a new way of working. Text underlined double coded to <strong>collective action (contextual integration)</strong>—this refers to Irish context.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The second major issue reflected the disciplinary and epistemological differences within the research team. Some researchers were used to policy-related research, where the application of theory to data and the use of approaches such as Framework Analysis were familiar. Others came from a sociological or anthropological background and were more comfortable with an inductive data-driven approach to analysis. This led to understandable concerns that data might be ‘flattened’ and shoe-horned into the NPT framework. To alleviate this concern, the trainers paid particular attention to the identification and recognition of coding which lay outside the NPT constructs, for example in relation to power dynamics between different stakeholders. A final concern was whether construct application and data generation, in the field, was linear or whether there were ‘feedback loops’. For example, the research team considered the question of whether engaging in the work of implementing a G/TI could increase participants’ understanding or ‘coherence’ in relation to that G/TI Training, therefore, continuously emphasised the lack of linearity in the process of applying theory to both data collection and analysis and encouraged the researchers to think through how this would affect data collection in the field.

**DISCUSSION**

**Principal findings and their relation to other work**

We have described our approach to applying a midlevel sociological theory—NPT—to a multisite cross-country research study, RESTORE. In our endeavour to use NPT to shape our overall implementation journey, including data collection as well as analysis, we had to develop iterative and flexible training to support our multidisciplinary, cross-national project team. While this presented challenges, we believe it also strengthened and added value to our work, ensuring it was designed, implemented and analysed in a robust and consistent manner across all five countries in which empirical data collection was conducted.

A multidisciplinary, multinational team inevitably has differences in terms of understanding the process of qualitative research and the use of theory. Professional and cultural perspectives impact on both individual and collective comfort (both in terms of country and professional discipline) with the concept of using theory to inform the design and conduct of a largely qualitative, implementation study. For example, researchers used to a more inductive approach to data analysis were initially cautious of an approach that applied theory to data analysis. The design of a robust programme of training, which acknowledged and discussed these perspectives during the course of the training, was challenging but also allowed the team to reach a shared understanding of what the study was trying to achieve. The benefits of surfacing these tensions became apparent as the training moved to the process of data analysis.

From our experience of developing training for using NPT, we have developed a series of generic recommendations that can be applied to other studies seeking to use theory in health services research (box 3).
Box 3  Recommendations for the future development of training to support the use of theory in health services research

- The application of theory to study design and fieldwork is not linear and training must acknowledge this.
- Experiential learning and the use of interactive, participatory and visual approaches are an important learning device.
- Training can be most effective when it focuses on the high level constructs of a theory.
- Different disciplinary backgrounds must be acknowledged and welcomed.
- Space is required in the training programme to acknowledge and address researcher concerns.
- Training in the application of theory can support the development and robustness of qualitative coding, especially for multisite studies.

A key recommendation is to acknowledge, from the beginning of training, that theory is not linear or sequential. This is often a challenge when applying theory to fieldwork; for example, Michie and colleagues have developed their Behaviour Change model as a wheel, in order to address any preconceived conceptions of ‘linearity’. The model of candidacy has also been criticised for an apparent linearity that is not found when applied in the field. The nature and speed of fieldwork means it is important for researchers to be familiar with all constructs of a selected theory, in order to fully appreciate the theoretical relevance of the data as it is generated. Thus, training needs to both acknowledge and affirm the complexities of temporal order in prospective fieldwork and ensure that researchers are familiar with all the components of a theory early enough in the research study to ensure confidence when moving into fieldwork.

Team learning and understanding develops more rapidly and deeply by using participatory and experiential approaches to learning. In our work, interactive exercises with visual methods of collecting data, role play and non-specific ‘light’ examples were all effective approaches to supporting learning and understanding. We strongly recommend this approach in the development of training for any complex theory that requires new users to develop an understanding of a range of components. The second advantage of using multiple interactive exercises is as a means to check on research team’s ‘theoretical fidelity’ when analysing the data generated in the field.

Theoretical frameworks are often complex, with constructs that can themselves be broken down to ever smaller subconstructs. This level of complexity can be daunting for researchers new to the theory being used and can lead to difficulties when coding data. Our experience suggests that a focus on the high level constructs of a theory works best in the early stages of training. Once teams have grasped and understood those, they can intuitively develop a deeper understanding of the underlying subcomponents.

Throughout our training programme, we allowed ample time for concerns to be raised and discussed and for the team to develop solutions. An advantage of the time spent of training was apparent; however, later in the project as we moved onto coding the qualitative data generated across multiple sites. By then, the time spent in early training ensured that the team had a much clearer and consistent view of the constructs and their meaning, leading to a consistency and robustness in coding and analysis.

Limitations of the study

The study is based on the experiences of a single team during one, although large multisite, project. However, the team did represent a diverse range of professional and disciplinary backgrounds, and cultures operating within European primary care settings. The training was focused on the use of only one theoretical framework—NPT—but we believe that the lessons learnt from this and the recommendations arising from the work are applicable to other theoretical frameworks. Finally, although a participatory, qualitative approach was used throughout, we did not have the time within the project to conduct a more in-depth qualitative exploration of the views and experiences of the research team as they applied our chosen theory to the fieldwork.

CONCLUSION

Overall, we found the prospective application of NPT to our work to be invaluable but, at times, challenging. We believe that these issues were not unique to the use of NPT but could arise with the use of other theories, especially in large multisite and cross-country projects. The development of a complementary package of training to support the use of our chosen theory ensured that our work was consistently and robustly informed by theory at all stages of the project, from design through data collection to analysis. This approach can, and should, be adopted by future research teams carrying out theoretically informed implementation studies.
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